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Fig. 1: Examples of closed-shell and open-shell species. Dinitrogen in its ground electronic state
is a closed-shell molecule. All electrons are paired and degenerate molecular orbitals such as the
two ⇡-orbitals are completely filled. Vinyl is an example of a doublet radical with one unpaired
electron (N↵-N�=1). Triplet methylene, which has two unpaired electrons, is a diradical (the
high-spin Ms=1 component in which N↵-N�=2 of the triplet state is shown).

The majority of stable chemical compounds have closed-shell electronic config-
urations. In this type of electronic structure all electrons are paired and manifolds
of orbitals that have the same energy are either completely filled or empty, as in
dinitrogen shown in Figure 1. Depending on the type of molecular orbital (MO)
hosting a pair of electrons, each pair gives rise to bonding (such as ⇡-orbitals in
N2), anti-bonding (e.g., ⇡⇤

CC in vinyl), or non-bonding (lone pairs) interactions.
Due to the Pauli exclusion principle, electrons can occupy the same MO only

when they have opposite spins. Thus, species that have di↵erent number of ↵ and
� electrons form an open-shell pattern. The examples include doublet radicals
and triplet electronic states (see Figure 1). These types are often described as
high-spin open-shell species, where “high-spin” refers to the non-zero Ms values of
the underlying wave functions. (The terms high-spin and low-spin are also used to
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distinguish di↵erent components of a multiplet. In some cases, all the components
may have non-zero Ms. For example, for a system with 3-electrons-on-3-orbitals,
the high-spin state is a quartet and the low-spin state is a doublet.)
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Fig. 2: Closed-shell molecules acquire open-shell character at stretched geometries, where degen-
eracy between frontier molecular orbitals develops. At equilibrium geometry, the coe�cient � is
small and the wave function is dominated by (�)2. At the dissociation limit, both configurations
become equally important resulting in an open-shell singlet radical pair, H.

A+H.
B .

Open-shell character can be found even when N↵ = N� . This happens when
a degenerate orbital manifold is only partially filled. Consider, for example, a
molecule with a stretched bond, such as H2 shown in Figure 2. At large internu-
clear separations, the energy gap between the bonding and antibonding �-orbitals
disappears and the two orbitals form a degenerate manifold, which is only partially
filled. The resulting wave function is a linear combination of the two electronic
configurations, (�)2 and (�⇤)2. Although each of these configurations is of a
closed-shell type, the total wave function corresponds to the two radicals, H.

A and
H.

B, as one can easily verify by expanding the two determinants in terms of the
atomic orbitals (AOs), sA and sB:

 =
1p
2

[|�↵��i + |�⇤↵�⇤�i] =
1

2
[�� � �⇤�⇤] ⇥ (↵� � �↵) =

1

2
[(sA + sB)(sA + sB) � (sA � sB)(sA � sB)] ⇥ (↵� � �↵) =

[sAsB + sBsA] ⇥ (↵� � �↵) [1]

The stretched H2 molecule is an example of a singlet diradical.1 Diradical
species can be formed when two radical centers reside on a rigid molecular scaf-
fold, which restricts their ability to form a chemical bond, such as in para-benzyne
shown in Figure 3. Breaking chemical bonds often leads to formation of pairs of
radicals or diradical intermediates, as depicted in Figure 4. Likewise, molecules
at transition states can be described as diradicals.2 Species containing transition
metals often feature open-shell character. Molecules with multiple radical centers,
such as molecular magnets,3,4 are polyradicals. Two examples of molecular mag-
nets with multiple transition metal centers hosting unpaired electrons are shown
in Figure 5.
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For standard TD-DFT/TDA, the last term in Eq. (14) is

!µν,λσ = ∂Fxc,µν

∂Pλσ
=

! "

ξ,ξ ′

∂2fxc

∂ξ∂ξ ′
∂ξ

∂P µν

∂ξ ′

∂P λσ
dr, (17)

where µ, ν, λ, σ denote atomic basis functions, ξ and ξ ′ refer
to independent variables such as density (ρα , ρβ) and their
first derivatives (ρx

α , ρ
y
α , ρz

α, ρx
β , ρ

y
β , ρz

β ).
For non-collinear SF-TDA, the functional second deriva-

tives are replaced with the non-collinear kernel in Eq. (13),

∂2fxc

∂ξ∂ξ ′ −→ 1
ρα − ρβ

#
δExc

δρα

− δExc

δρβ

$
, if ξ = ξ ′ = ρα

0, otherwise. (18)

As noted before,23, 44 the denominators involving the
spin-density (ρα − ρβ) that appear in the non-collinear GGA
kernels in Eq. (18) may lead to numeric instabilities. Thus, a
tighter grid is usually required for non-collinear SF-TDDFT
with GGA. In energy calculations, we observed stable behav-
ior with the SG-1(50,194) grid, e.g., the results with the (100,
302) grid were very similar to the SG-1 ones. In the case
of analytic gradient calculations, which are more sensitive to
these instabilities, using tighter grids does not help. Li and
Liu44 proposed a simple approximation (called ALDA0) that
removes most problematic terms. Their benchmarks indicate
that errors introduced by ALDA0 are about 0.15 eV. As the
numerical instabilities are more severe in the analytical gradi-
ent calculations (see Appendix A), which in our implementa-
tion makes geometry optimization feasible only with the LDA
functional.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

To calibrate the performance of SF-TDDFT with differ-
ent functionals, we consider the following benchmark sets:

1. Multiplet separation (ST and doublet-quartet gaps) in
atomic systems (C, N, O, Si, P, and S).

2. Adiabatic energy gaps between the lowest electronic
states (3B1, 11A1, 1B1, and 21A1) in carbene-like diradi-
cals (CH2, NH+

2 , SiH2, and PH+
2 ).

3. Vertical energy gaps between the lowest electronic states
in diradicals derived by the ring opening in cyclohex-
ane and methyl-cyclohexane (two types of diradicals are
considered—carbene-like and 1,6 ones, with unpaired
electrons on different ends of the molecule, see Fig. 4).

4. Adiabatic energy gaps between the electronic states
(3B1, 1B1, 11A1, and 21A1) in trimethylmethane (TMM),
see Fig. 5.

5. Adiabatic ST gaps in σσ , σπ , and ππ diradicals (ben-
zynes, didehydrotoluenes (DHT), and MX, see Fig. 5).

The mean average deviation (MAD) is computed versus
EOM-SF-CCSD(dT)21 values calculated with at least the 6-
311G(d) basis (cyclohexane and methyl-cyclohexane dirad-
icals). Much larger basis sets were used in atoms and in
small diradicals (aug-cc-pVQZ). For all other diradicals, the
cc-pVTZ basis was used. The EOM-SF-CCSD(dT) method,
which includes perturbative triples correction, has been cali-

FIG. 4. Structures of diradicals derived by the ring opening in cyclohex-
ane and methyl-cyclohexane. The unpaired electrons are denoted by “r,” e.g.,
rC6r is a 1,6 diradical, whereas C6rr is a carbene-like diradical.

brated against available experimental values for selected di-
radicals and was shown to further improve the accuracy of
EOM-SF-CCSD.19 We estimate the error bars for this method
to be below 1 kcal/mol (chemical accuracy). Unrestricted
triplet references were used in most coupled-cluster calcu-
lations, except for selected cases with large reference spin-
contamination. The details of the EOM-SF-CCSD and EOM-
SF-CCSD(dT) calculations for each system are summarized
in the supplementary material.48

For molecular systems, we compute adiabatic gaps using
the same geometries for all methods (i.e., the best available
equilibrium geometries for the singlet and triplet states of a
given diradical) in order to eliminate the uncertainties due to
different structures and focus on energy differences only. We
assess the quality of optimized structures separately. We fo-
cus on electronic energy differences and do not include zero-
point energy corrections. We used the same geometries as
in previous benchmark studies when possible. For carbene-
like diradicals and TMM, the same equilibrium geometries
as in the previous benchmark study,19 i.e., full configura-
tion interaction (FCI)/TZ2P optimized geometries49 for CH2,
and CISD/TZ2P(f,d) optimized geometries for NH+

2 , SiH2,
and PH+

2 (Refs. 50–52), and SF-TDDFT/50-50/6-311G(d) for
TMM.

For benzynes, we employed SF-TDDFT/50-50/6-
311G(d) geometry from Ref. 14. For didehydrotoluenes, we

FIG. 5. Structures of selected diradicals.
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Fig. 3: Para-benzyne is an example of a singlet diradical. Its open-shell character derives from
the fact that the two nearly degenerate frontier MOs are only partially occupied in each of the
two leading electronic configurations.
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Fig. 4: Molecules with partially broken bonds can be described as diradicals. This cartoon
depicts a diradical transition state often encountered in cis-trans isomerization around double
bonds and a diradical intermediate in a cycloaddition reaction.

Open-shell species can also be formed in various photoinduced processes. In
photoexcitation, electrons promoted by light to higher orbitals become unpaired
(consider for example the ⇡⇡⇤ excited state in ethylene). Removing electrons from
closed-shell species yields radicals. For example, photoionization of closed-shell
neutral molecules or photodetachment from closed-shell anions leads to charged or
neutral doublet radicals. Electron attachment to closed-shell species also produces
radicals.

Although open-shell character is associated with highly reactive and unstable
species, there exist a number of relatively stable radicals, such as dioxygen, ClO2,
and NO.

In sum, open-shell electronic structure is ubiquitous in chemistry and spec-
troscopy. To computationally describe reaction profiles, intermediates, and cat-
alytic centers, we need to be able to describe open-shell states on the same footing
(and with the same accuracy) as closed-shell states. This, it turns out, is hard to
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For standard TD-DFT/TDA, the last term in Eq. (14) is

!µν,λσ = ∂Fxc,µν

∂Pλσ
=

! "

ξ,ξ ′

∂2fxc

∂ξ∂ξ ′
∂ξ

∂P µν

∂ξ ′

∂P λσ
dr, (17)

where µ, ν, λ, σ denote atomic basis functions, ξ and ξ ′ refer
to independent variables such as density (ρα , ρβ) and their
first derivatives (ρx

α , ρ
y
α , ρz

α, ρx
β , ρ

y
β , ρz

β ).
For non-collinear SF-TDA, the functional second deriva-

tives are replaced with the non-collinear kernel in Eq. (13),

∂2fxc

∂ξ∂ξ ′ −→ 1
ρα − ρβ

#
δExc

δρα

− δExc

δρβ

$
, if ξ = ξ ′ = ρα

0, otherwise. (18)

As noted before,23, 44 the denominators involving the
spin-density (ρα − ρβ) that appear in the non-collinear GGA
kernels in Eq. (18) may lead to numeric instabilities. Thus, a
tighter grid is usually required for non-collinear SF-TDDFT
with GGA. In energy calculations, we observed stable behav-
ior with the SG-1(50,194) grid, e.g., the results with the (100,
302) grid were very similar to the SG-1 ones. In the case
of analytic gradient calculations, which are more sensitive to
these instabilities, using tighter grids does not help. Li and
Liu44 proposed a simple approximation (called ALDA0) that
removes most problematic terms. Their benchmarks indicate
that errors introduced by ALDA0 are about 0.15 eV. As the
numerical instabilities are more severe in the analytical gradi-
ent calculations (see Appendix A), which in our implementa-
tion makes geometry optimization feasible only with the LDA
functional.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

To calibrate the performance of SF-TDDFT with differ-
ent functionals, we consider the following benchmark sets:

1. Multiplet separation (ST and doublet-quartet gaps) in
atomic systems (C, N, O, Si, P, and S).

2. Adiabatic energy gaps between the lowest electronic
states (3B1, 11A1, 1B1, and 21A1) in carbene-like diradi-
cals (CH2, NH+

2 , SiH2, and PH+
2 ).

3. Vertical energy gaps between the lowest electronic states
in diradicals derived by the ring opening in cyclohex-
ane and methyl-cyclohexane (two types of diradicals are
considered—carbene-like and 1,6 ones, with unpaired
electrons on different ends of the molecule, see Fig. 4).

4. Adiabatic energy gaps between the electronic states
(3B1, 1B1, 11A1, and 21A1) in trimethylmethane (TMM),
see Fig. 5.

5. Adiabatic ST gaps in σσ , σπ , and ππ diradicals (ben-
zynes, didehydrotoluenes (DHT), and MX, see Fig. 5).

The mean average deviation (MAD) is computed versus
EOM-SF-CCSD(dT)21 values calculated with at least the 6-
311G(d) basis (cyclohexane and methyl-cyclohexane dirad-
icals). Much larger basis sets were used in atoms and in
small diradicals (aug-cc-pVQZ). For all other diradicals, the
cc-pVTZ basis was used. The EOM-SF-CCSD(dT) method,
which includes perturbative triples correction, has been cali-

FIG. 4. Structures of diradicals derived by the ring opening in cyclohex-
ane and methyl-cyclohexane. The unpaired electrons are denoted by “r,” e.g.,
rC6r is a 1,6 diradical, whereas C6rr is a carbene-like diradical.

brated against available experimental values for selected di-
radicals and was shown to further improve the accuracy of
EOM-SF-CCSD.19 We estimate the error bars for this method
to be below 1 kcal/mol (chemical accuracy). Unrestricted
triplet references were used in most coupled-cluster calcu-
lations, except for selected cases with large reference spin-
contamination. The details of the EOM-SF-CCSD and EOM-
SF-CCSD(dT) calculations for each system are summarized
in the supplementary material.48

For molecular systems, we compute adiabatic gaps using
the same geometries for all methods (i.e., the best available
equilibrium geometries for the singlet and triplet states of a
given diradical) in order to eliminate the uncertainties due to
different structures and focus on energy differences only. We
assess the quality of optimized structures separately. We fo-
cus on electronic energy differences and do not include zero-
point energy corrections. We used the same geometries as
in previous benchmark studies when possible. For carbene-
like diradicals and TMM, the same equilibrium geometries
as in the previous benchmark study,19 i.e., full configura-
tion interaction (FCI)/TZ2P optimized geometries49 for CH2,
and CISD/TZ2P(f,d) optimized geometries for NH+

2 , SiH2,
and PH+

2 (Refs. 50–52), and SF-TDDFT/50-50/6-311G(d) for
TMM.

For benzynes, we employed SF-TDDFT/50-50/6-
311G(d) geometry from Ref. 14. For didehydrotoluenes, we

FIG. 5. Structures of selected diradicals.
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Fig. 3: Para-benzyne is an example of a singlet diradical. Its open-shell character derives from
the fact that the two nearly degenerate frontier MOs are only partially occupied in each of the
two leading electronic configurations.
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Fig. 4: Molecules with partially broken bonds can be described as diradicals. This cartoon
depicts a diradical transition state often encountered in cis-trans isomerization around double
bonds and a diradical intermediate in a cycloaddition reaction.

Open-shell species can also be formed in various photoinduced processes. In
photoexcitation, electrons promoted by light to higher orbitals become unpaired
(consider for example the ⇡⇡⇤ excited state in ethylene). Removing electrons from
closed-shell species yields radicals. For example, photoionization of closed-shell
neutral molecules or photodetachment from closed-shell anions leads to charged or
neutral doublet radicals. Electron attachment to closed-shell species also produces
radicals.

Although open-shell character is associated with highly reactive and unstable
species, there exist a number of relatively stable radicals, such as dioxygen, ClO2,
and NO.

In sum, open-shell electronic structure is ubiquitous in chemistry and spec-
troscopy. To computationally describe reaction profiles, intermediates, and cat-
alytic centers, we need to be able to describe open-shell states on the same footing
(and with the same accuracy) as closed-shell states. This, it turns out, is hard to
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Hierarchy of approximations to the exact wave function: 
Single-reference models for the ground and excited states 
SCF :     Ψ=Φ0=|ϕ1...ϕn>                 Ψex=R1 Ψ0   (CIS)     
MP2 :   SCF   +  T2 by PT               CIS + R2  by PT [CIS(D)] 
CCSD:   Ψ=exp(T1+T2) Φ0                   Ψex=(R1+R2)Ψ0  (EOM-CCSD) 
CCSD(T): CCSD + T3   by PT 
CCSDT:   Ψ=exp(T1+T2+ T3) Φ0     Ψex=(R1+R2+R3)Ψ0 (EOM-CCSDT)  
………………………………………………….................................  
                   FCI: Ψ=(1+T1+T2 + … +Tn )Φ0  - exact! 

Φ0 Τ1Φ0
Τ2Φ0

T1=Σia ti
a a+ j T2=0.25*Σijab tij

ab a+b+ ji



Open-shell states  

1. Spin-contamination (high-spin states). 

2. Near-degeneracies and multi-configurational 
character (diradicals, triradicals, charge-transfer 
states, etc). 



Equation-of-motion approach to electronically excited and 
open-shell species: Jumping in Fock space

“Nature Girls (Jumping Janes)” by Martha Rosler



EOM excited states: higher roots of Hbar: 
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           EOM models: Choice of T 

1. Excitation level, e.g., T=T1+T2 

2. Amplitude equations. 
  
If T satisfies CC equations, 

- size extensivity 
- compact wf-s, e.g., Ψexact=Φ0 

- correlation effects are "wrapped in": same scaling but higher accuracy



EOM-IP:       Ψ(N) =R(-1)Ψ0(N+1)

Ψ0 Ψi Ψij
a

EOM-EE:         Ψ(Ms=0) =R(Ms=0)Ψ0(Ms=0)

Ψ0 Ψi
a Ψij

ab

EOM-EA:       Ψ(N) =R(+1)Ψ0(N-1)

Ψ0 Ψa Ψi
ab

Ψ0 Ψi
a

EOM-SF:       Ψ(Ms=0)=R(Ms=-1)Ψ0(Ms=1)

EOM MODELS:  CHOICE OF R and Φ0



   Equation-of-Motion Coupled-Cluster Theory 

Truncated EOM model, e.g., EOM-CCSD:  diagonalize H-bar in 
the basis of singly and doubly excited determinants (amplitudes 
T - from CCSD equations). 
Same cost as CISD (N6) but: 
                - size-intensive 
                - has higher accuracy (correlation is “wrapped in” 
through the similarity transformation). 
  
Multistate method, describes degeneracies and near-
degeneracies, as well as interacting states of different nature 
(just because it is diagonalization problem). 
Bi-variational formulation facilitates properties calculations 
(Hellmann-Feynman theorem). 
      



Size-intensivity: Be example 

Be /6-31G*

State FCI CISD SF-CISD EOM-CCSD
1S(1s22s2) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3P(1s22s2p) 2.86 2.88 2.86 2.86
1P(1s22s2p) 6.58 6.60 6.58 6.58

State CISD SF-CISD EOM-CCSD
Be(1S)Ne(1S) 0.0 0.0 0.0
Be(3P)Ne(1S) 6.67 2.86 2.86
Be(1P)Ne(1S) 9.39 6.58 6.58

Be  @ USC & Ne  @ Berkeley

Krylov, CPL 350, 522 (2001); Sears, Sherrill, Krylov, JCP, 118, 9084 (2003) 



How to set up EOM-CCSD calculations in Q-Chem 

1. Decide which EOM model you need and set your reference 
state appropriately (charge and mutiplicity in $molecule).  

2. Specify type and number of target states: 
EE_STATES, IP_STATES, SF_STATES 
Mind the symmetry! 

3. If properties/gradients required: specify which EOM 
state you need properties for (or between which EOM states 
you want to compute transition properties).   

4. Performance-related keywords: CC_MEMORY, 
FROZEN_CORE, FNO, use RI for integrals (AUX_BASIS).  



Equation-of-motion for excited states
EOM-EE-CCSD:         Ψ(Ms=0) =R(Ms=0)Ψ0(Ms=0)

Ψ0 Ψi
a Ψij

ab

- Accuracy: 0.1-0.3 eV, relative state ordering usually better. 
- Accuracy can be improved, i.e., EOM-EE(2,3) - expensive! 
- no assumptions about the nature of states (no active space,  
etc). 
- multistate method: easy! 
- balanced description of states of different nature, e.g.,  
valence vs Rydberg, etc. 
- correctly reproduces exact degeneracies,  crucial for  
Jahn-Teller systems. 
- size-intensive, can study systematic trends.



Some EOM-EE applications: 

- Rydberg-valence interactions in radicals, 
homologues series; 
- Jahn-Teller systems: N3+, CO3, triazine, 
(Cs-Tz)+, benzene dimer; 
- Excited states in GFP. 



EOM-EE calculation of formaldehyde  (CH2O): How to 
analyze outputs 

Symmetry of the target state: Irrep(ref)xIrrep(transition)



EOM spin-flip and SF-DFT methods for diradicals and  
triradicals

EOM-SF:   Ψ(Ms=0)=R(Ms=-1)Ψ0(Ms=1)

Ψ0 Ψi
a

- accurate singlet-triplet gaps; 
- accurate geometries; 
- describes closed-shell and open-shell 
low spin states.

EOM-2SF:   Ψ(Ms=0)=R(Ms=-2)Ψ0(Ms=2)
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EOM-SF calculation of methylene  (CH2) 

Orbitals     Reference                  Target states
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Method 11A1 11B1 21A1

SF-CCSD/TZ2P 0.52 1.56 2.72
SF-CCSD(dT)/TZ2P 0.5 1.55 2.68

FCI/TZ2P 0.48 1.54 2.67

SF-CCSD/cc-pVQZ 0.45 1.43 2.58

SF-CCSD(dT)/cc-pVQZ 0.42 1.41 2.53

Exp. 0.39 1.42

Adiabatic excitation energies relative X3B1, eV



EOM-SF calculation of methylene 
$molecule 
0 3 
.......... 
$end 
$rem 
   unrestricted false 
   correlation        ccsd 
   basis              6-31G 
   sf_states      [2,0,0,2]   two B2 and two A1 states (not only ST) 
   n_frozen_core      1 
 $end 
Comments on SF calculations: 
Reference: triplet or quartet. 
ROHF references preferred (but careful about convergence!). Can use B3LYP 
orbs.  
Symmetry of target state: Irrep(Reference)xIrrep(Transition) 
Symmetry conventions: see iopenshell.usc.edu 
Look at the EOM amplitudes to assign state character. 
Important energy differences: between EOM states.  



EOM-SF calculation of singlet-triplet gaps in o,m,p 
benzynes 
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For standard TD-DFT/TDA, the last term in Eq. (14) is

!µν,λσ = ∂Fxc,µν

∂Pλσ
=

! "

ξ,ξ ′

∂2fxc

∂ξ∂ξ ′
∂ξ

∂P µν

∂ξ ′

∂P λσ
dr, (17)

where µ, ν, λ, σ denote atomic basis functions, ξ and ξ ′ refer
to independent variables such as density (ρα , ρβ) and their
first derivatives (ρx

α , ρ
y
α , ρz

α, ρx
β , ρ

y
β , ρz

β ).
For non-collinear SF-TDA, the functional second deriva-

tives are replaced with the non-collinear kernel in Eq. (13),

∂2fxc

∂ξ∂ξ ′ −→ 1
ρα − ρβ

#
δExc

δρα

− δExc

δρβ

$
, if ξ = ξ ′ = ρα

0, otherwise. (18)

As noted before,23, 44 the denominators involving the
spin-density (ρα − ρβ) that appear in the non-collinear GGA
kernels in Eq. (18) may lead to numeric instabilities. Thus, a
tighter grid is usually required for non-collinear SF-TDDFT
with GGA. In energy calculations, we observed stable behav-
ior with the SG-1(50,194) grid, e.g., the results with the (100,
302) grid were very similar to the SG-1 ones. In the case
of analytic gradient calculations, which are more sensitive to
these instabilities, using tighter grids does not help. Li and
Liu44 proposed a simple approximation (called ALDA0) that
removes most problematic terms. Their benchmarks indicate
that errors introduced by ALDA0 are about 0.15 eV. As the
numerical instabilities are more severe in the analytical gradi-
ent calculations (see Appendix A), which in our implementa-
tion makes geometry optimization feasible only with the LDA
functional.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

To calibrate the performance of SF-TDDFT with differ-
ent functionals, we consider the following benchmark sets:

1. Multiplet separation (ST and doublet-quartet gaps) in
atomic systems (C, N, O, Si, P, and S).

2. Adiabatic energy gaps between the lowest electronic
states (3B1, 11A1, 1B1, and 21A1) in carbene-like diradi-
cals (CH2, NH+

2 , SiH2, and PH+
2 ).

3. Vertical energy gaps between the lowest electronic states
in diradicals derived by the ring opening in cyclohex-
ane and methyl-cyclohexane (two types of diradicals are
considered—carbene-like and 1,6 ones, with unpaired
electrons on different ends of the molecule, see Fig. 4).

4. Adiabatic energy gaps between the electronic states
(3B1, 1B1, 11A1, and 21A1) in trimethylmethane (TMM),
see Fig. 5.

5. Adiabatic ST gaps in σσ , σπ , and ππ diradicals (ben-
zynes, didehydrotoluenes (DHT), and MX, see Fig. 5).

The mean average deviation (MAD) is computed versus
EOM-SF-CCSD(dT)21 values calculated with at least the 6-
311G(d) basis (cyclohexane and methyl-cyclohexane dirad-
icals). Much larger basis sets were used in atoms and in
small diradicals (aug-cc-pVQZ). For all other diradicals, the
cc-pVTZ basis was used. The EOM-SF-CCSD(dT) method,
which includes perturbative triples correction, has been cali-

FIG. 4. Structures of diradicals derived by the ring opening in cyclohex-
ane and methyl-cyclohexane. The unpaired electrons are denoted by “r,” e.g.,
rC6r is a 1,6 diradical, whereas C6rr is a carbene-like diradical.

brated against available experimental values for selected di-
radicals and was shown to further improve the accuracy of
EOM-SF-CCSD.19 We estimate the error bars for this method
to be below 1 kcal/mol (chemical accuracy). Unrestricted
triplet references were used in most coupled-cluster calcu-
lations, except for selected cases with large reference spin-
contamination. The details of the EOM-SF-CCSD and EOM-
SF-CCSD(dT) calculations for each system are summarized
in the supplementary material.48

For molecular systems, we compute adiabatic gaps using
the same geometries for all methods (i.e., the best available
equilibrium geometries for the singlet and triplet states of a
given diradical) in order to eliminate the uncertainties due to
different structures and focus on energy differences only. We
assess the quality of optimized structures separately. We fo-
cus on electronic energy differences and do not include zero-
point energy corrections. We used the same geometries as
in previous benchmark studies when possible. For carbene-
like diradicals and TMM, the same equilibrium geometries
as in the previous benchmark study,19 i.e., full configura-
tion interaction (FCI)/TZ2P optimized geometries49 for CH2,
and CISD/TZ2P(f,d) optimized geometries for NH+

2 , SiH2,
and PH+

2 (Refs. 50–52), and SF-TDDFT/50-50/6-311G(d) for
TMM.

For benzynes, we employed SF-TDDFT/50-50/6-
311G(d) geometry from Ref. 14. For didehydrotoluenes, we

FIG. 5. Structures of selected diradicals.
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Method o-C6H4 m-C6H4 p-C6H4

SF-CCSD 1.58 0.78 0.164

SF-CCSD(dT) 1.62 0.89 0.17

Exp-t. 1.66 0.87 0.14

Singlet-triplet gaps, eV. Basis: cc-pVTZ. 



PSB3 also reproduces several features of the S0 potential
energy surface of opsin-embedded rPSB. In both chromo-
phores, a loop constructed with the branching plane vectors
and encompassing the CI passes through regions of different
electronic character (see the bottom of Figure 1 and the
legend).19,20 In one region, the molecule has its positive charge
fully localized on the Schiff-base-containing moiety, similar to
the S0 reactant (cis-PSB3) and the product (trans-PSB3); thus,
the underlying wave function has predominantly a covalent/
diradical character (ΨDIR). In the other region, the positive
charge is almost completely translocated to the other end of the
molecule (the allyl group in the case of PSB3, or the β-ionone-
containing moiety in the case of rPSB). In this region the wave
function is predominantly of charge-transfer character (ΨCT). A
schematic representation of the S0 energy surface around the CI
point is given in Figure 1a. Moreover, in both PSB310 and
rPSB,19 each region also hosts a transition state (TS) that could
mediate thermal (i.e., proceeding on the ground state)
isomerization of the chromophore. One TS (TSDIR) lies in
the ΨDIR region and, therefore, corresponds to the homolytic
cleavage of the isomerizing double bond. The other TS (TSCT)
is in the ΨCT region and is reached by heterolytic cleavage of
the double bond. Both TSs are ca. 90° twisted, similar to the
CI, and the main structural difference between TSDIR, TSCT,
and the CI is along the bond length alternation (BLA)
coordinate (see Scheme 1B), with the CI situated between the
two TSs at the CASSCF level of theory.
The S0 CASSCF energy surface near the CI of PSB3 was

characterized by mapping the surface along three potential
energy paths (see Figure 1).10 The first path (the BLA path)
connects the two TSs and intercepts the CI point shown in
Scheme 1B. The other two paths are minimum energy paths

(MEPs) connecting cis-PSB3 to trans-PSB3 through TSDIR and
TSCT (MEPDIR and MEPCT paths, respectively). The MEPCT
path, therefore, starts and ends in the ΨDIR regions while
intersecting the ΨCT region, whereas the MEPDIR path is
confined to the ΨDIR region of the S0 surface (therefore, the
molecule maintains a covalent/diradical character in the S0 state
along this path). The two-root SA-CASSCF/6-31G* energy
profiles and the corresponding wave functions along the three
paths are shown in Figure 2. Details regarding the generation of
these paths are provided in the Methods section.
Owing to the complexity of its potential energy surfaces,

sensitivity to the methodology, as well as small molecular size
and chemical relevance as a model for rPSB, PSB3 is a useful
benchmark system for testing different computational methods.
In the present contribution, we extend previous benchmark
studies to include single-reference EOM-CC methods.21−24

The EOM-CC (or linear response CC) methods allow one to

Scheme 1. (A) The Structures of the 11-cis-Retinal
Protonated Schiff Base (rPSB) Connected to the Lys296
Residue in Bovine Rhodopsin and Its Reduced Model, the
cis-Penta-2,4-dieniminium Cation (PSB3) and (B) Selected
CASSCF/6-31G* Geometrical Parameters (Bond Lengths in
Ångstroms and C1−C2−C3−C4 Dihedrals in Degrees) for
the cis-PSB3, trans-PSB3, TSCT, TSDIR, and the CIa,b

aThe resonance formula also provides a qualitative representation of
the singlet electron pairing and charge distribution. bThe CI structure
shown is the one intercepted by the Bond Length Alternation (BLA)
coordinate.

Figure 1. Top. Schematic two-dimensional cut of the S0 potential
energy surface of PSB3. The two coordinates can be described as bond
length alternation (BLA) and the C2−C3 twisting reaction coordinate
(RC), respectively. The region in which the wave function has
predominantly a charge-transfer character (ψCT) is displayed in brown,
whereas the part corresponding to a covalent/diradical wave function
(ψDIR) is displayed in green. The electronic structure of the two
transition states is illustrated by a bubble diagram showing the values
of the CASSCF Mulliken charges along the backbone (charges
summed onto heavy atoms). The three paths used in the present study
(the BLA, MEPCT, and MEPDIR paths) are shown by dashed lines on
the surface. Bottom left. A schematic magnification of the S0/S1 CI
region. A loop centered around the CI and constructed using the
branching plane vectors parallel to the BLA and RC coordinates is
shown by the red dashed line on the S0 surface. The angle α
corresponds to the 0−2π coordinate defining the position along the
circular loop. Bottom right. The S0 and S1 CASSCF energies (colored
according to the dominant electronic configuration) as well as the S0
charge transfer character (gray area) along the angle α following the
loop around the CI. The charge-transfer character is determined by
summing the CASSCF Mulliken charges on the allyl (i.e., the C5H2
C4H−C3H−) fragment of the PSB3. The energies and charge transfer
character are obtained from ref 10.
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PES and conical intersections in model retinal chromophore
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SF-CCSD(dT) reproduces MR-CISD+Q well:  
- correct location of CI  
- vertical energy differences at stationary points: <1 kcal/mol 
- Largest NPEs ~ 1.4 kcal/mol

CIs by TDDFT:  Mark Gordon and co-workers 
                          John Herbert (structures of MECPs against MRCI) 



Equation-of-motion for charge-transfer systems

EOM-IP-CC
Φ0  =

Φi
a Φij

ab

- Correctly describes charge localization at long distances vs  
charge delocalization at short. 
- Naturally spin-adapted; no symmetry breaking. 
- Describes both the ground and excited states. 



(H-H….H-H)+            H—H+.…H-H   

Ψ1=

Ψ2=

Fig. 8: Molecular orbitals in symmetric and asymmetric (H2)2. By virtue of Koopmans’ theorem,
the shapes of the MOs represent the charge localization in the two electronic states of the ionized
dimer, (H2)

+
2 (the electronic configurations of the two cationic states are shown in the box). When

the two H2 molecules are identical (left), the charge is equally delocalized in the ground ( 1)
and lowest excited ( 2) states of the cation. When the bond is stretched in one H2, the MOs
become localized, i.e., in the ground state of the cation, the positive charge is localized on the
stretched H2 moiety. At low symmetry,  1 and  2 can mix resulting in multi-configurational
wave functions.

act solution, practical DFT implementations with various representations of the
exchange-correlation functional are very useful. The success of the Kohn-Sham
formulation of DFT stems from the same fundamental reason, that the mean-
field description captures ⇠90 percent of the physics in normal molecules. Con-
sequently, although formally exact for any type of wave functions, in the case of
open-shell species Kohn-Sham DFT experiences problems similar to those of the
wave function based methods.

Below we consider di↵erent types of open-shell species and explain the key
methodological challenges and solutions. This Chapter focuses on the CC/EOM-
CC methods whose elegant formalism, attractive mathematical properties and ro-
bust performance is now well recognized.10,15–20 We note that the so-called linear-
response CCSD (LR-CCSD) methods21–23 yield identical equations for the ener-
gies, but employ slightly di↵erent expressions for calculating molecular proper-
ties.24 The SAC-CI (symmetry-adapted cluster CI) methods25,26 can be described
as EOM-CC in which threshold-based selection of configurations is employed.
There are also alternative approaches that have similar properties. In partic-
ular, ADC (algebraic-diagrammatic construction) and propagator-based families
of methods, albeit derived in a very di↵erent spirit, share many attractive features,
such as the ability to describe multiple states and to tackle multi-configurational
wave functions.27,28

Finally, we would like to highlight the di↵erence between the terms ’multi-
configurational’ and ’multi-reference’. The former refers to a concrete physical
phenomenon, wave functions of complex character that cannot be captured by
a single Slater determinant. The latter refers to the methodology choice, i.e.,
abandoning the single-determinantal definition of the vacuum state and employ-
ing a reference which is a linear combination of several determinants. Impor-

9

Example of charge-transfer systems



Examples of EOM-IP-CC applications to model CT systems 

1. Benzene dimer cation, water dimer cation.  

2. Nucleic acid base dimers:  p-stacking and hydrogen 
bonding. 

3. Redox properties in  
solutions. 



φA = lp(N) + πCC+ πCO φA = lp(N) + πCC+ πCO

φA - φB

φA+ φB
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Fig. 17: Ionized states of ⇡-stacked uracil dimer (Reproduced with permission from Ref. 73.
Copyright 2009 the Owner Societies). Left. Molecular orbitals diagram. In-phase and out-of-
phase overlap between the fragments MOs results in bonding (lower) and antibonding (upper)
dimers MOs. Changes in the MO energies, and, consequently, IEs, are demonstrated by the
Hartree-Fock orbital energies (hartrees). The correlated IEs follow the same trend. The ioniza-
tion from the antibonding orbital changes the bonding from non-covalent to covalent, and enables
a new type of electronic transitions, which are unique to the ionized dimers. Right. Vertical
electronic spectra of the stacked uracil dimer cation at two di↵erent geometries: the geometry
of the neutral (bold lines) and the cation’s geometry (dashed lines). MOs hosting the unpaired
electron in each electronic states are shown for each transition.
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Fig. 18: The MOs and respective VIEs (eV, EOM-IP-CCSD/6-311+G(d,p) extrapolated to cc-
pVTZ) for the two stacked thymine dimers, symmetric (left) and non-symmetric (right). The
energy di↵erence (eV) between the dimer IE and corresponding IE of the monomer and leading
EOM amplitudes for the shown orbitals are given in parenthesis. (Reproduced with permission
from Ref. 77. Copyright 2010 the Owner Societies).

ods which have su�cient flexibility to represent the two JT states at arbitrary
geometries. For example, the ionized states of benzene (and even a more chal-
lenging system, the benzene dimer) can be accurately described by EOM-IP using
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Ionized states of uracil dimers: Localized versus 
delocalized states



Charge localization: (He3)+ example

Courtesy of Thomas Koerzdoerfer, Potsdam University

He..He+..He

Equally  
delocalized



Currently available EOM features in Q-Chem 

1. CCSD,  EOM-EE/SF/EA/IP-CCSD: Energy+gradients+ 
properties (SOCs, TPA, Dyson orbitals).  
RHF and UHF, FCORE/VIRT.  
2. CCD, EOM-DIP-CCSD, CCSD(T): Energies only. 
3. All energy calculations work with EFP (Slipchenko): can 
study spectra in common solvents using EF library 
(Slipchenko, Kosenkov). 



EOM-CC methods: Summary 

EOM-IP:  !(N) =R(-1)!0(N+1)

"0 "i "ija

EOM-EE:   !(Ms=0) =R(Ms=0)!0(Ms=0)

"0 "ia "ijab

EOM-EA:       !(N) =R(+1)!0(N-1)

"0 "a "iab

"0 "ia

EOM-SF:       !(Ms=0)=R(Ms=-1)!0(Ms=1)

- Tackle multiple interacting excited and  
ionized/electron attached states on equal footing; 
- Spin-Flip: extension to diradicas, triradicals, 
bond-breaking; 
- Other extensions: DIP, DEA, DSF ..... 
- Extended to metastable states (resonances); 
- Black box; 
- Size intensive; 
- Triples correction: chemical accuracy; 
- Efficient implementations (parallel, RI/Cholesky, 
FNO, etc): can tackle moderate size systems  
~ 500 b.f. on a single node is routine; 

  

Benchmarks

Oligoporphyrin dimer/cc-pVDZ, 942 BSF, D2h symmetry
Data size: 660 Gb

Per CCSD iteration:

Q-Chem (12 cores)
13.2 hrs = 160 CPU-hours
With RI: 7.8 hrs = 94 CPU-hours

NWChem (1024 cores)
810 sec = 230 CPU-hours

Nucleobase tetramer (AATT)/6-311+G(d,p), 966 BSF, C1 symmetry
Frozen core + FNO (98 occ, 551 virt)

Data size: 1000 Gb

12 cores, 100 Gb

60 hrs per CCSD iteration

Benchmarks

Oligoporphyrin dimer/cc-pVDZ, 942 BSF, D2h symmetry
Data size: 660 Gb

Per CCSD iteration:

Q-Chem (12 cores)
13.2 hrs = 160 CPU-hours
With RI: 7.8 hrs = 94 CPU-hours

NWChem (1024 cores)
810 sec = 230 CPU-hours

Nucleobase tetramer (AATT)/6-311+G(d,p), 966 BSF, C1 symmetry
Frozen core + FNO (98 occ, 551 virt)

Data size: 1000 Gb

12 cores, 100 Gb

60 hrs per CCSD iteration



Limitations of CCSD and EOM-CCSD 

Scaling is N6. 
2. Need triples corrections for “chemical accuracy”, e.g. 
CCSD(T) (scales N7). 
3. Not always possible to find a well-behaved reference from 
which target states of interest can be accessed via single 
excitations -> cannot describe global potential energy  
surfaces.   
4. Non-hermitian nature sometimes causes problems (e.g., 
wrong dimensionality of conical intersections).



Open-Shells and EOM-CC: Further reading 

1. Reviews: Krylov, Ann. Rev. Phys. Chem. 59, 433 (2008); 
 Krylov, “Quantum Chemistry of Open-Shell Species”, Rev. 
Comp. Chem. in press (2017). 

2. Two webinars on EOM-CC on Q-Chem webiste.  

3. Annotated Q-Chem outputs on iopenshell.usc.edu. 

4. Sample jobs and  
manual (Q-Chem).


